
 
 
 

Chapter one 
Pg.1: From the description of Mr Charles, what do we learn about his personality? 
Pg.3: Prediction- what had the ‘spare room’ once been? What do you think might have 
happened? 
Pg.4: Would you like to change your prediction? What do you think the narrator might 
have done? 
Pg.11: What do you think the woman says to the children, before she gets into the car? 

 

Chapter two 
Pg.13: Would you like a secret box to be like the one described? Why/ why not? 
Pg.15: Why does dad always ask the narrator for a ‘quick game’? What is he trying to do? 
Pg.15: How does the narrator feel about Nigel, the cat? 
Pg.17: Why do you think the narrator has chosen to remain indoors? 
Pg.20: (first four lines)- Prediction- what do you think has happened to Matthew’s hands? 
Why has this happened? 
Pg.21: What does it mean when Matthew says, ‘he wouldn’t understand’? 

 

Chapter three 
Pg.30: Why is Mr Charles’ face ‘blank’? Why doesn’t he seem to be grateful? 

 

Chapter four 
Pg.32: Why do you think this chapter has been called ‘What do we do about Matthew’? 
Pg.33: Why do you think Matthew isn’t telling his mum about Casey pushing her brother 
into the pond and tapping on his wall? 
Pg.34: (first fourteen lines)- what trouble will Matthew’s parents be in? Why? 
Pg.35: How does Matthew feel about his mum’s foot? Why does he feel this way? 
Pg.36: Do we have any clues about what Matthew might have done? What do you think 
might have happened? 
Pg.39: Why does Matthew describe Nigel as ‘the devil cat’? 
Pg.40: How do you think Mr Charles feels about his grand-children? 
Pg.43: Has your opinion of Mr Charles changed, while reading this chapter? Why did Mr 
Charles attempt to kick Nigel? 

 

Chapter five 
Pg.45: How is Matthew feeling on the way to the doctor? How do we know this? 
Pg.47: What does Matthew mean when he says that they’d ‘just grabbed to use as a 
cover’? What are they using the catalogue as a cover for?  
Pg.48: As Matthew’s mum tells him to get in the car, each of her words is followed by a 
full-stop. Why do you think the writer has chosen to do this? 

 



Pg.52: Why do you think Matthew notices so much detail? 
Pg.53: What does it mean when Matthew says, ‘those two numbers next to each other 
were bad news’? 
Pg.54: Why do you think Matthew needs the pin to be in place so badly? 
Pg.57: Is Matthew enjoying talking to Melody? How do you know? 
Pg.59: Do you think that Matthew will enjoy Melody calling him Matty? Why/why not? 
Pg.60: Why Why has everything gone black? Why did this happen? 
Pg.61: Why does Matthew’s mum use a ‘posh voice’? Is this her usual voice? 
Pg.63: What does Matthew mean when he says, ‘because of everything’? 
Pg.63: Why does Dr Kerr tell Matthew to ‘stop all this messing around’? Is he right to say 
this to Matthew? 
Pg.64: Why does Casey call Matthew ‘Goldfish Boy’? What does she mean by ‘tank’? 

 

Chapter six 
Pg.68: How was Matthew’s life different a year ago? 
Pg.70: Why does Matthew’s dad use the word ‘normal’? How do you think this makes 
Matthew feel? 
Pg.71: Why does Matthew lie? Why doesn’t Matthew’s dad like the book? 
Pg.73: What does the following line mean: “Mum was grinning, but her eyes were 
pleading.”? 
Pg.74: Why hasn’t Matthew used a phone? 
Pg.77: What does the following mean: ‘she typed like she talked’? Is this a good thing? 
Pg.78: Are Mr Charles and Matthew similar at all? How are they similar and how are they 
not? 

 

Chapter seven 
Pg.82: What is funny about the headline? Which piece of word-play has been used? 
Pg.84: How can Matthew miss someone he’s never met? 
Pg.87: Are Old Nina and Matthew similar at all? How are they similar and how are they 
not? 
Pg.90: How does Melody feel about being asked to leave? 

 

Chapter eight 
Pg.95: Prediction- what do you think has happened to Teddy Dawson? 

 

Chapter nine 
Pg.99: Casey is acting strangely. Why do you think this might be? 
Pg.106: Why does the policeman stop taking notes? What might he be thinking? 
Pg.109: What does Matthew mean when he says the following: ‘Disinfectant and mobiles 
aren’t really made for each other’? 
Pg.114: What are the men doing to the pond and why? 
Pg.114: Would you expect Mr. Charles to react in this way? Why/ why not? 
Pg.117: Are you surprised that Matthew has received an email from Jake? Do you believe 
what Jake says? 

 

Chapter ten 

 



Pg.121: Does this information about Jake’s childhood change your opinion of him? 
Pg.123: Why do you think Jake became a bully? 

 

Chapter eleven 
Pg.126: Why does Matthew wash his hands so much, if it hurts him? 
Pg.129: What did Matthew’s mum want? Why didn’t she get what she wanted? 
Pg.130: Why do you think that Matthew remembers this in particular? 
Pg.133: Why does Hannah’s stomach make Matthew feel sick? 
Pg.136: How does Melody feel when she sees what’s been written? Why does she feel this 
way? 

 

Chapter twelve 
Pg.143: What is your opinion of Melody Bird? What kind of person is she? 
Pg.144: Why is Matthew smiling. Are you surprised? 
Pg.145: Do you agree that the main suspects should be Casey and Mr Charles? Why/ why 
not? 
Pg.147: Are you surprised by Casey’s reaction? Why/ why not? 
 

 

Chapter ten plus three 
Pg.150: Why is this chapter labelled ‘chapter ten plus three’? 
Pg.151: Prediction- what do you think will happen if Casey stays the night? 
Pg.152: How does Matthew feel about Casey staying the night? Why does he feel this 
way? 
Pg.155: Are you surprised that Matthew takes the doll? Why/ why not? 
Pg.157: Who do you think ‘The old lady’ is? 

 

Chapter fourteen 
Pg.163: Why would Matthew think a clipboard was dangerous? 
Pg.166: Why aren’t Matthew’s parents listening to the doctor? 
Pg.168: Why is Matthew’s dad crying? 
Pg.170: Why do you think Matthew touches his scar, when he’s asked when he first 
started to feel the need to wash? 
Pg.174: Does Matthew really need to use the toilet? What does he want to do? 
Pg.177: Why doesn’t Dad like Penny very much? 
Pg.178: What happens to Mrs Dawson and why? 

 

Chapter fifteen 
Pg.180: Why does Matthew have tissue wrapped around his fingers? 
Pg.184: What does the time change to and what is Matthew’s response? Why does he 
respond in this way? 
Pg.185: Why is Matthew writing a lot more about Melody? 
Pg.189: What does the following description mean: ‘her shoulders drooped and she curled 
in on herself’? How is Melody feeling? 
Pg.190: Why does Matthew choose to describe Jake this way to the police officer? 
Pg.194: Prediction- how did Teddy’s blanket end up in Claudia’s garden? 

 



 

Chapter sixteen 
Pg.195: How do you think Matthew feels, after reading Melody’s email? 
Pg.196: How do you think Matthew’s mum will feel about him leaving the house? Why? 
Pg.198: Why does Matthew tell Melody about his fear of germs? 
Pg.201: Prediction- will Matthew go home or follow Melody? 
Pg.203: Are you surprised that Melody describes the graveyard as ‘beautiful’? Why/ why 
not? 
Pg.204:Why might there be a mermaid on a gravestone? 
Pg.205: Do you think that Matthew and Melody have anything in common? 
Pg.207: Matthew’s mood seems to have changed after seeing the card. Why do you think 
this is? 
Pg.208: Why doesn’t Matthew like Melody’s card collection? 
Pg.209: Prediction- What is in Old Nina’s tree? 

 

Chapter seventeen 
Pg.211: Why do you think Jake wants to get involved? 
Pg.213:What does the following mean: “Her voice broke a little’? 
Pg.217: How does Mr Charles feel about Hallowe’en? 
Pg.219: What does Penny mean by ‘processed rubbish’? 
Pg.219: Jake sounds as though he’s being rude; is he? 
Pg.221: Why do you think Nina gave a ‘knowing nod’? 
Pg.222: Who do you think the pictures are of? 
Pg.223: Why does Jake run away? What does he think will happen? 
Pg.225: Why is Melissa’s voice trembling? 

 

Chapter eighteen 
Pg.228: Why might Matthew be suspicious of Old Nina? Can you think of at least two 
reasons? 
Pg.230: Why did dad paint the house and mum clean the loft? What did Matthew do? 
Pg.231: Why do you think Mr Charles seems ‘almost happy’? 
Pg.232: Why does Mr Charles offer Matthew a drink? Why does his face change? 
Pg.234: What do you think Tom is like from his email? 
Pg.238: Why would Dad be embarrassed that Matthew looks out of the window? 
Pg.241: Why does Matthew become upset? 
Pg.242: Why are the policemen concerned about Mr Charles mowing the lawn? 

 

Chapter nineteen 
Pg.247: Why does Mum like Penny, while Dad doesn’t? 
Pg.248: What does Dad mean when he says that Penny has ‘driven both of her kids away’? 
Pg.249: What do you think of Penny? Why? 
Pg.250: Why does Matthew sit up straighter than usual? 
Pg.251: Has your opinion of Penny changed? Why/ why not? 
Pg.253: What does Matthew think caused Callum to die? Is he right? 

 

Chapter twenty 
Pg.256: Why do Melody’s eyes look puffy? What has happened? 

 



Pg.258: Why does Matthew feel sick? 
Pg.260: What do you think about Melody’s explanation. Would you do the same thing? 
Pg.262: What ‘point’ has Melody made? 

 

Chapter twenty-one 
Pg.267: Now that we know the story of the lamp, why do you think it was switched off? 

 

Chapter twenty-two 
Pg.271: Why do you think Nina has stopped watering her flowers? Is this strange? 
Pg.273: Is Mr Charles’ reaction what you were expecting? 
Pg.274: Do you agree with Matthew’s explanation? 
Pg.277: Is Matthew ‘interfering’? 
Pg.278: Why would the lion look ‘disappointed’ or ‘ashamed’? 

 

Chapter twenty-three 
Pg.283: Why might Old Nina have bought some blue wool? 
Pg.285: Do you think that Matthew has enough evidence to prove that Old Nina is the 
criminal? 

 

Chapter twenty-four 
Pg.287: Why does Jake look ‘smug’? 
Pg.288: Does Jake simply want to be horrible, or is there another reason he might be 
talking to Matthew? 
Pg.290: Should Matthew have stood up for Jake? Do you feel sorry for Jake? 
Pg.292: Prediction- why does Dad want to talk to Matthew about his room? 

 

Chapter twenty-five 
Pg.294: How do you think Jake feels, about receiving the message from Matthew? 
Pg.295: Why does Matthew ‘owe’ Jake? 
Pg.299: Why has Jake signed his email ‘J’? What does this tell us? 
Pg.301: Why doesn’t Matthew want to go swimming and why can’t Jake? 
Pg.302: Why would Jake say that he doesn’t matter? How do you feel about Jake? 
Pg.303: What is your opinion of Mr Jenkins? Why? 
Pg.304: Can you explain the last sentence in your own words? 

 

Chapter twenty-six 
Pg.306: Why would the Wallpaper Lion snarl at Matthew? 
Pg.309: What does Matthew’s visit to Melody’s house reveal about his feelings for her? 
Pg.310: Why does Matthew go to the graveyard, instead of going home? 

 

Chapter twenty-seven 
Pg.314: Why is Matthew so upset about the redecoration?  
Pg.316: Matthew’s dad tells him to ‘stop being so silly’. Is Matthew being silly? 

 



Pg.317: What does Matthew mean when he says that it was his ‘worst count ever’? 

 

Chapter twenty-eight 
Pg.320: Why do you think someone has scribbled across these pages? Do you think it was 
Matthew’s mum? Why/ why not? 
Pg.320: Do you think they’ll find Teddy in Old Nina’s house? 

 

Chapter twenty-nine 
Pg.324: What do the following sentences mean: ‘Keep it normal. Keep it neutral’? 
Pg.325: Why is mum only pretending  to be offended? 
Pg.327: Do you think that Matthew’s parents know that he blames himself for Callum’s 
death? 
Pg.329: Why is Matthew’s condition difficult for the whole family? 

 

Chapter thirty 
Pg.334: Why do Mum’s eyes have dark rings circling them? 
Pg.336: Why do you think Penny took the bulldozer from Mr Charles’ garden? 

 

Chapter thirty-one 
Pg.339: Why was the lion important to Matthew? 
Pg.342: Prediction- How did Teddy end up back in the garden? 

 

Chapter thirty-two 
Pg.344: Are you surprised that Casey is crying? Why do you think she’s crying? 
Pg.345: How could Teddy’s reply get Matthew into trouble? 

 

Chapter thirty-three 
Pg.348: Why is the policeman suspicious of Matthew’s gloves? 
Pg.351: Should Matthew have accused Penny, or did he do the right thing? 
Pg.354: Prediction- What do you think Jake and Matthew have seen? 
Pg.355: How is Matthew feeling by the end of this page? How do you know? 
Pg.356: Why do you think Gordon is being so unpleasant to Matthew? 
Pg.358: Was your prediction correct? Do you think that Penny and Gordon took Teddy? 

 

Chapter thirty-four 
Pg.359: If Matthew wants to squeeze his mother’s hand, why doesn’t he? 
Pg.360: Matthew describes Melody’s hair, clothing and appearance more frequently than 
other characters’. Why do you think this might be? 
Pg.361: What does Penny mean when she says that she ‘cared for him like a proper 
mother should’? 
Pg.365: What do Old Nina’s words mean? 

 

 



Chapter thirty-five 
Pg.367: Do you think Casey knew where Teddy was? If so, why didn’t she say anything? 
Pg.368: Is Mr Charles ‘useless’? Is he to blame at all? 

 

Chapter thirty-six 
Pg.371: Why can’t Matthew’s mum kiss him? 
Pg.372: What might be some of the reasons that Matthew looks at the clock so often? 
Pg.373: Do you think that the doctor is right? Why is Matthew so scared of passing germs 
to others? 
Pg.374: With all of the evidence you’ve heard so far, how do you think Callum died and is 
Matthew to blame? 
Pg.378: Why do you think Matthew has never told his parents that he believes he’s to 
blame for his brother’s death? 
Pg.379: Do you think it’s important that Matthew didn’t notice the ‘unlucky minute’?  
Pg.381: Why do you think the doctor told this story? What does it mean? 

 

Chapter thirty-seven 
Pg.386: Why is Matthew’s dad proud? 
Pg.386: Why does Matthew decide to throw the lion’s eye away? 
Pg.387: Why did Matthew find it hard to answer the doctor’s question, at first? Why does 
he feel able to answer the question now? 

 

Chapter thirty-eight 
Pg.391: How does Old Nina feel about going to the party? Why does she decide to go and 
why does she dance? 
Pg.392: Why is Melody ‘bouncing on the spot’? What does this tell us about her feelings? 
Pg.392: Does Jake’s reaction to the baby surprise you? Why/ why not? 

 
 

 


